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H. C. FREILSLEBEN

GALLOIS, JEAN (b . Paris, France, 11 June 1632 ;
d. Paris, 19 April 1707), history of science.

The son of a counsel to the Parlement of Paris,
Gallois seems to have distinguished himself in that
city around 1664 by the breadth of his learning,
by his knowledge of Hebrew and of both living and
classical languages, by his interest in the sciences, and
by a genuine literary talent . Today his name is associ-
ated with the famous Journal des sgavans . He collab-
orated with its founder, Denys de Sallo, from January
to April 1665, during the brief period in which the
new publication provoked the violent polemics that
led to its suspension ; and it was to him that Colbert
assigned its resumption . Gallois made the periodical
a success, publishing forty-two issues as sole editor,
beginning in 1666. The Academie Royale des Sci-
ences, established that year, found a vehicle of ex-
pression in the Journal,- yet, despite its support, the
number of issues published decreased to sixteen in
1667 and to thirteen in 1668. Named a member of
the Academy in 1667, Gallois temporarily assumed
the duties of the perpetual secretary, Jean Baptiste
Duhamel, who was on a diplomatic mission to
England . The Journal des sgavans continued to appear
under Gallois's editorship, but with steadily decreas-
ing frequency .
Gallois entered the Academic Frangaise in 1673

and in 1675 turned over the editorship of the Journal
to the Abbe Jean-Paul de La Roque, although he
became involved with the Journal again in 1684 .
Meanwhile, the death of his patron Colbert had led
him to seek the position of custodian of the Royal
Library. A few years later he was appointed professor
of Greek at the College Royal . His name is mentioned
in conjunction with various publications planned by
the Academic Royale des Sciences, especially in
1692-1693. Starting in this period Gallois became an
opponent of the introduction of infinitesimal methods
in mathematics .
With the reorganization of the Academic Royale

des Sciences in 1699 Galloois was made pensionary
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geometer with Michel Rolle and Pierre Varignon . He
stated his intention of publishing a critical translation
of Pappus, but nothing came of this project . Instead,
he stimulated the quarrel between his two colleagues
concerning differential calculus and impeded its set-
tlement until 1706 .

Despite this negative attitude, the consequences of
which might have been disastrous, Gallois deserves
recognition by historians of science for his activities
as a publicist. Although he wrote somewhat fancifully
and with little concern for coherence, he was of
service in his time as a disseminator of ideas and his
work is still valuable as an historical source .
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PIERRE COSTABEL

GALOIS, EVARISTE (b. Bourg-la-Reine, near Paris,
France, 25 October 1811 ; d. Paris, 31 May 1832),
mathematics .

There have been few mathematicians with person-
alities as engaging as that of Galois, who died at the
age of twenty years and seven months from wounds
received in a mysterious duel . He left a body of
work-for the most part published posthumously-of
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less than 100 pages, the astonishing richness of which
was revealed in the second half of the nineteenth
century . Far from being a cloistered scholar, this
extraordinarily precocious and exceptionally pro-
found genius had an extremely tormented life . A
militant republican, driven to revolt by the adversity
that overwhelmed him and by the incomprehension
and disdain with which the scientific world received
his works, to most of his contemporaries he was only
a political agitator . Yet in fact, continuing the work
of Abel, he produced with the aid of group theory
a definitive answer to the problem of the solvability
of algebraic equations, a problem that had absorbed
the attention of mathematicians since the eighteenth
century ; he thereby laid one of the foundations of
modern algebra . The few sketches remaining of other
works that he devoted to the theory of elliptic func-
tions and that of Abelian integrals and his reflections
on the philosophy and methodology of mathematics
display an uncanny foreknowledge of modern math-
ematics .

Galois's father, Nicolas-Gabriel Galois, an amiable
and witty liberal thinker, directed a school accommo-
dating about sixty boarders. Elected mayor of
Bourg-la-Reine during the Hundred Days, he re-
tained this position under the second Restoration .
Galois's mother, Adelaide-Marie Demante, was from
a family of jurists and had received a more traditional
education . She had a headstrong personality and was
eccentric, even somewhat odd. Having taken charge
of her son's early education, she sought to inculcate
in him, along with the elements of classical culture,
the principles of an austere religion and respect for
a Stoic morality . Affected by his father's imagination
and liberalism, the varying severity of his mother's
eccentricity, and the affection of his elder sister
Nathalie-Theodore, Galois seems to have had an
early youth that was both happy and studious .

Galois continued his studies at the College Louis-
le-Grand in Paris, entering as a fourth-form boarder
in October 1823 . He found it difficult to submit to
the harsh discipline imposed by the school during the
Restoration at the orders of the political authorities
and the Church, and although a brilliant student, he
presented problems . In the early months of 1827 he
attended the first-year preparatory mathematics
courses given by H . J . Vernier, and this first contact
with mathematics was a revelation for him . But he
rapidly tired of the elementary character of this in-
struction and of the inadequacies of certain of the
textbooks and soon turned to reading the original
works themselves. After appreciating the rigor of
Legendre's Geometrie, Galois acquired a solid
grounding from the major works of Lagrange . During
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the next two years he followed the second-year
preparatory mathematics courses taught by Vernier,
then the more advanced ones of L.-P.-E . Richard, who
was the first to recognize his indisputable superiority
in mathematics . With this perceptive teacher Galois
was an excellent student, even though he was already
devoting much more of his time to his personal work
than to his classwork . In 1828 he began to study
certain recent works on the theory of equations,
number theory, and the theory of elliptic functions .
This was the period of his first memorandum, pub-
lished in March 1829 in Gergonne's Annales de
nzathematiques pores et appliquees ; making more ex-
plicit and demonstrating a result of Lagrange's con-
cerning continuous fractions, it reveals a certain
ingenuity but does not herald an exceptional talent .

By his own account, in the course of 1828 Galois
wrongly believed-as Abel had eight years earlier-
that he had solved the general fifth-degree equation .
Rapidly undeceived, he resumed on a new basis the
study of the theory of equations, which he pursued
until he achieved the elucidation of the general prob-
lem with the help of group theory . The results he
obtained in May 1829 were communicated to the
Academic des Sciences by a particularly competent
judge, Cauchy . But events were to frustrate these
brilliant beginnings and to leave a deep mark on the
personality of the young mathematician . First, at the
beginning of July came the suicide of his father, who
had been persecuted for his liberal opinions . Second,
a month later he failed the entrance examination for
the Ecole Polytechnique, owing to his refusal to follow
the method of exposition suggested by the examiner .
Seeing his hopes vanish for entering the school which
attracted him because of its scientific prestige and
liberal tradition, he took the entrance examination
for the Ecole Normale Superieure (then called the
Ecole Preparatoire), which trained future secondary
school teachers . Admitted as the result of an excellent
grade in mathematics, he entered this institution in
November 1829; it was then housed in an annex of
the College Louis-le-Grand, where he had spent the
previous six years. At this time, through reading
Ferussac's Bulletin des sciences mat hematiques, he
learned of Abel's recent death and, at the same time,
that Abel's last published memoir contained a good
number of the results he himself had presented as
original in his memoir to the Academy .

Cauchy, assigned to report on Galois's work, had
to counsel him to revise his memoir, taking into ac-
count Abel's researches and the new results he
had obtained . (It was for this reason that Cauchy did
not present a report on his memoir.) Galois actually
composed a new text that he submitted to the Acad-
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emy at the end of February 1830, hoping to win the
grandprix in mathematics . Unfortunately this memoir
was lost upon the death of Fourier, who had been
appointed to examine it . Brusquely eliminated from
the competition, Galois believed himself to be the
object of a new persecution by the representatives of
official science and of society in general . His manu-
scripts have preserved a partial record of the elabora-
tion of this memoir of February 1830, a brief analysis
of which was published in Ferussac's Bulletin des
sciences mathematiques of April 1830. In June 1830
Galois published in the same journal a short note
on the resolution of numerical equations and a much
more important article, "Sur la theorie des nombres,"
in which he introduced the remarkable theory of
"Galois imaginaries." That this same issue contains
original works by Cauchy and Poisson is sufficient
testimony to the reputation Galois had already
acquired, despite the misfortune that plagued him .
The July Revolution of 1830, however, was to mark
a severe change in his career .

After several weeks of apparent calm the revolution
provoked a renewal of political agitation in France
and an intensification in republican propaganda, es-
pecially among intellectuals and students . It was then
Galois became politicized . Before returning for a
second year to the Ecole Normale Superieure in No-
vember 1830, he already had formed friendships with
several republican leaders, particularly Blanqui and
Raspail. He became less and less able to bear the
strict discipline in his school, and he published a
violent article against its director in an opposition
journal, the Gazette des ecoles . For this he was ex-
pelled on 8 December 1830, a measure approved by
the Royal Council on 4 January 1831 .

Left to himself, Galois devoted most of his time
to political propaganda and participated in the dem-
onstrations and riots then agitating Paris. He was
arrested for the first time following a regicide toast
that he had given at a republican banquet on 9 May
1831, but he was acquitted on 15 June by the assize
court of the Seine . Meanwhile, to a certain extent he
continued his mathematical research . His last two
publications were a short note on analysis in
Ferussac's Bulletin des sciences mathematiques of De-
cember 1830 and "Lettre sur 1'enseignement des sci-
ences," which appeared on 2 January 1831 in the
Gazette des ecoles . On 13 January he began a public
course on advanced algebra in which he planned to
present his own discoveries ; but this project seems
not to have had much success . On 17 January 1831
Galois presented to the Academy a new version of
his "Memoire sur la resolution des equations alge-
briques," hastily written up at the request of Poisson .
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Unfortunately, in his report of 4 July 1831 on this,
Galois's most important piece of work, Poisson hinted
that a portion of the results could be found in several
posthumous writings of Abel recently published and
that the remainder was incomprehensible . Such a
judgment, the profound injustice of which would
become apparent in the future, could only stiffen
Galois's rebellion .
Galois was arrested again during a republican

demonstration on 14 July 1831 and placed in deten-
tion at the prison of Sainte-Pelagie, where in a trou-
bled and often painful situation he pursued his math-
ematical investigations, revised his memoir on
equations, and worked on the applications of his
theory and on elliptic functions . On 16 March 1832,
upon the announcement of a cholera epidemic, he
was transferred to a nursing home, where he resumed
his research, wrote several essays on the philosophy
of science, and became involved in a love affair, of
which the unhappy ending grieved him deeply .

Provoked to a duel in unclear circumstances fol-
lowing this breakup, Galois felt his death was near .
On 29 May he wrote desperate letters to his republi-
can friends, hastily sorted his papers, and addressed
to his friend Auguste Chevalier-but really intended
for Gauss and Jacobi-a testamentary letter, a tragic
document in which he attempted to sketch the princi-
pal results he had achieved . On 30 May, mortally
wounded by an unknown adversary, he was hospital-
ized; he died the following day . His funeral, on 2
June, was the occasion for a republican demonstration
heralding the tragic riots that bloodied Paris in the
days that followed .

Galois's work seems not to have been fully appre-
ciated by any of his contemporaries . Cauchy, who
would have been capable of grasping its importance,
had left France in September 1830, having seen only
its first outlines. Moreover, the few fragments pub-
lished during Galois's lifetime did not give an overall
view of his achievement and, in particular, did not
afford a means of judging the exceptional interest of
the results obtained in the theory of equations and
rejected by Poisson . The publication in September
1832 of the famous testamentary letter does not ap-
pear to have attracted the attention it deserved . It
was not until September 1843 that Liouville, who pre-
pared Galois's manuscripts for publication, an-
nounced officially to the Academy that the young
mathematician had effectively solved the problem,
already considered by Abel, of deciding whether an
irreducible first-degree equation is or is not "solvable
with the aid of radicals ." Although announced and
prepared for the end of 1843, the publication of the
celebrated 1831 memoir and of a fragment on the
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"primitive equations solvable by radicals" did not
occur until the October-November 1846 issue of the
Journal de mathematiques pures et appliquees .

It was, therefore, not until over fourteen years after
Galois's death that the essential elements of his work
became available to mathematicians . By this time the
evolution of mathematical research had created a
climate much more favorable to its reception : the
dominance of mathematical physics in the French
school had lessened, and pure research was receiving
a new impetus . Furthermore, the recent publication
of the two-volume Oeuvres completes de Niels-Henrik
Abel (1839), which contained fundamental work on
the algebraic theory of elliptic functions and an im-
portant, unfinished memoir, "Sur la resolution
algebrique des equations," had awakened interest in
certain of the fields in which Galois has become
famous. Lastly, in a series of publications appearing
in 1844-1846, Cauchy, pursuing studies begun in 1815
but soon abandoned, had-implicitly-given group
theory a new scope by the systematic construction of
his famous theory of permutations .

Beginning with Liouville's edition, which was re-
produced in book form in 1897 by J . Picard, Galois's
work became progressively known to mathematicians
and exerted a profound influence on the development
of modern mathematics. Also important, although
they came to light too late to contribute to the ad-
vance of mathematics, are the previously unpublished
texts that appeared later . In 1906-1907 various man-
uscript fragments edited by J . Tannery revealed the
great originality of the young mathematician's epis-
temological writings and provided new information
about his research . Finally, in 1961 the exemplary
critical edition of R . Bourgne and J . P. Azra united
all of Galois's previously published writings and most
of the remaining mathematical outlines and rough
drafts . While this new documentary material provides
no assistance to present-day mathematicians with
their own problems, it does permit us to understand
better certain aspects of Galois's research, and it will
perhaps help in resolving a few remaining enigmas
concerning the basic sources of his thought .

To comprehend Galois's work, it is important to
consider the earlier writings that influenced its initial
orientation and the contemporary investigations that
contributed to guiding and diversifying it . It is equally
necessary to insist on Galois's great originality : while
assimilating the most vital currents of contemporary
mathematical thought, he was able to transcend them
thanks to a kind of prescience about the conceptual
character of modern mathematics . The epistemologi-
cal texts extracted from his rough drafts sketch, in
a few sentences, the principal directions of present-
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day research ; and the clarity, conciseness, and preci-
sion of the style add to the novelty and impact of
the ideas . Galois was undoubtedly the beneficiary of
his predecessors and of his rivals, but his multi-
faceted personality and his brilliant sense of the
indispensable renewal of mathematical thinking
made him an exceptional innovator whose influence
was long felt in vast areas of mathematics .

Galois's first investigations, like Abel's, were in-
spired by the works of Lagrange and of Gauss on
the conditions of solvability of certain types of
algebraic equations and by Cauchy's memoirs on the
theory of substitutions . Consequently their similarity
is not surprising, nor is the particular fact that the
principal results announced by Galois in May-June
1829 had previously been obtained by Abel . In the
second half of 1829 Galois learned that Abel had
published his findings in Crelle's Journal fur die reine
and angewandte Mathematik a few days before he
himself died young . The interest that Galois took
from that time in the work of Abel and of his other
youthful rival, Jacobi, is evident from numerous
reading notes . If, as a result of the progressive
elaboration of group theory, Galois pursued the
elucidation of the theory of algebraic equations far
beyond the results published by Abel, beginning with
the first months of 1830 he directed a large proportion
of his research toward other new directions opened
by both Abel and Jacobi, notably toward the theory
of elliptic functions and of certain types of integrals .

The advances that Galois made in his first area
of research, that of the theory of algebraic equations,
are marked by two great synthetic studies . The first
was written in February 1830 for the Academy's
grand prize ; the summary of it that Galois published
in April 1830 in Ferussac's Bulletin des sciences
mathematiques establishes that he had made signifi-
cant progress beyond Abel's recent memoir but that
certain obstacles still stood in the way of an overall
solution . The publication in Crelle's Journal .fur die
reine and angewandte Mathematik of some posthu-
mous fragments of Abel's work containing more
advanced results (the unfinished posthumous memoir
on this subject was not published until 1839)
encouraged Galois to persevere in his efforts to over-
come the remaining difficulties and to write a restate-
ment of his studies. This was the purpose of the new
version of the "Memoire sur la resolution des equa-
tions algebriques" that he presented before the Acad-
emy .

Despite Poisson's criticisms Galois rightly persisted
in thinking that he had furnished a definitive solution
to the problem of the solvability of algebraic equa-
tions and, after having made a few corrections in it,
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he gave this memoir the first place in the list of his
writings in his testamentary letter of 29 May 1837 .
This was the "definitive" version of his fundamental
memoir, and in it Galois continued the studies of his
predecessors but at the same time produced a thor-
oughly original work . True, he formulated in a more
precise manner essential ideas that were already in
the air, but he also introduced others that, once stated,
played an important role in the genesis of modern
algebra . Moreover, he daringly generalized certain
classic methods in other fields and succeeded in
providing a complete solution-and indeed a gener-
alization-of the problem in question by system-
atically drawing upon group theory, a subject he had
founded concurrently with his work on equations .

Lagrange had shown that the solvability of an
algebraic equation depends on the possibility of find-
ing a chain of intermediate equations of binomial
type, known as resolvent equations . He had thus
succeeded in finding the classic resolution formulas
of the "general" equations of second, third, and fourth
degree but had not been able to reach any definitive
conclusion regarding the general fifth-degree equa-
tion. The impossibility of solving this last type of
equation through the use of radicals was demon-
strated by Paolo Ruffini and in a more satisfactory
manner by Abel in 1824. Meanwhile, in 1801, Gauss
had published an important study of binomial equa-
tions and the primitive roots of unity ; and Cauchy
in 1815 had made important contributions to the
theory of permutations, a particular form of the future
group theory .

In his study of the solvability of algebraic equa-
tions, Galois, developing an idea of Abel's, considered
that with each intermediate resolvent equation there
is associated a field of algebraic numbers that is in-
termediate between the field generated by the roots
of the equation under study and the field determined
by the coefficients of this equation . His leading idea,
however, was to have successfully associated with the
given equation, and with the different intermediate
fields involved, a sequence of groups such that the
group corresponding to a certain field of the sequence
associated with the equation is a subgroup distinct
from the one associated with the antecedent field .
Such a method obviously presupposes the clarification
of the concept of field already suspected (without use
of the term) by Gauss and Abel, as well as a searching
study of group theory, of which Galois can be con-
sidered the creator .

Galois thus showed that for an irreducible algebraic
equation to be solvable by radicals, it is necessary
and sufficient that its group be solvable, i .e ., possess
a series of composition formed of proper subgroups
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having certain precisely defined properties . Although
this general rule did not in fact make the actual
resolution of a determinate equation any simpler, it
did provide the means for finding, as particular cases,
all the known results concerning the solvability of the
general equations of less than fifth degree as well as
binomial equations and certain other particular types
of equations ; it also permitted almost immediate
demonstration that the general equation of higher
than fourth degree is not solvable by radicals, the
associated group (permutation group of n objects) not
being solvable . Galois was aware that his study went
beyond the limited problem of the solvability of
algebraic equations by means of radicals and that it
allowed one to take up the much more general prob-
lem of the classification of the irrationals .

In his testamentary letter, Galois summarized a
second memoir (of which several fragments are ex-
tant) that dealt with certain developments and appli-
cations of the theory of equations and of group the-
ory. The article "Sur la theorie des nombres" is linked
with it ; it contained, notably, a daring generalization
of the theory of congruences by means of new num-
bers that are today called Galois imaginaries and its
application to research in those cases where a primi-
tive equation is solvable by radicals . Beyond the
precise definition of the decomposition of a group,
this second memoir included applications of Galois's
theory to elliptic functions ; in treating the algebraic
equations obtained through the division and trans-
formation of these functions, it presents, without
demonstration, the results concerning the modular
equations upon which the division of the periods
depends .

The third memoir that Galois mentions in his tes-
tamentary letter is known only through the informa-
tion contained in this poignant document . This infor-
mation very clearly demonstrates that, like Abel and
Jacobi, Galois passed from the study of elliptic func-
tions to consideration of the integrals of the most
general algebraic differentials, today called Abelian
integrals . It seems that his research in this area was
already quite advanced, since the letter summarizes
the results he had achieved, particularly the classifi-
cation of these integrals into three categories, a result
obtained by Riemann in 1857 . This same letter
alludes to recent meditations entitled "Sur l'applica-
tion a l'analyse transcendante de la theorie de
I'ambiguite," but the allusion is too vague to be inter-
preted conclusively .

Galois often expressed prophetic reflections on the
spirit of modern mathematics : "Jump with both feet
on the calculus and group the operations, classifying
them according to their difficulties and not according
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to their forms ; such, in my view, is the task of future
mathematicians" (Ecrits et memoires, p . 9) .

He also reflected on the conditions of scientific
creativity : "A mind that had the power to perceive
at once the totality of mathematical truths-not just
those known to us, but all the truths possible-would
be able to deduce them regularly and, as it were,
mechanically . . . but it does not happen like that"
(ibid., pp. 13-14) . Or, again, "Science progresses by
a series of combinations in which chance does not
play the smallest role ; its life is unreasoning and
planless [brute] and resembles that of minerals that
grow by juxtaposition" (ibid., p . 15) .

Yet we must also recall the ironic, mordant, and
provocative tone of Galois's allusions to established
scientists : "I do not say to anyone that I owe to his
counsel or to his encouragement everything that is
good in this work . I do not say it, for that would be
to lie" (ibid., p . 3) . The contempt that he felt for these
scientists was such that he hoped the extreme con-
ciseness of his arguments would make them accessible
only to the best among them .

Galois's terse style, combined with the great
originality of his thought and the modernity of his
conceptions, contributed as much as the delay in
publication to the length of time that passed before
Galois's work was understood, recognized at its true
worth, and fully developed . Indeed, very few mathe-
maticians of the mid-nineteenth century were ready
to assimilate such a revolutionary work directly .
Consequently the first publications that dealt with it,
those of Enrico Betti (beginning in 185 1), T. Schone-
mann, Leopold Kronecker, and Charles Hermite, are
simply commentaries, explanations, or immediate and
limited applications . It was only with the publication
in 1866 of the third edition of Alfred Serret's Cours
d'algebre superieure and, in 1870, of Camille Jordan's
Traite des substitutions that group theory and the
whole of Galois's oeuvre were truly integrated into
the body of mathematics. From that time on, its
development was very rapid and the field of appli-
cation was extended to the most varied branches of
the science; in fact, group theory and other more
subtle elements included in Galois's writings played
an important role in the birth of modern algebra .
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Aug.-Sept. 1906: "Manuscrits," pt . 1, which contains,

besides a description of Galois's MSS, the text of the
following previously unpublished fragments (titles given
are those in Ecrits et memoires) : "Discours preliminaire" ;
"Projet de publication" : "Note sur Abel" ; "Preface" (par-
tial) : "Discussions sur les progres de l'analyse pure" ;
"Fragments" ; "Science, hierarchic, ecoles" ; and "Cata-
logue, note sur la theorie des equations ."
Nov. 1907 : "Manuscrits," pt . 2, containing "Recherches

sur la theorie des permutations et des equations alge-
briques"; "Comment la theorie des equations depend de
celle des permutations" ; "Note manuscrite"; "Addition au
second memoire" ; "Memoire sur la division des fonctions
elliptiques de premiere espece" ; "Note sur l'integration des
equations lineaires" ; "Recherches sur les equations du
second degre ."

Jan.-Mar. 1948 : entire text of the "Preface" and of the
"Projet de publication," R . Talon, ed ., in Revue d'histoire
de.s sciences, 1, 123-128 .

1956: "Lettre sur 1'enseignement des sciences," repr. i n
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A. Dalmas, Evariste Galois . . . (Paris, 1956), pp. 105-108 .
1962 : Ecrits et memoires mathematiques d'Evariste Galois,

R. Bourgne and J.-P. Azra, eds. (Paris, 1962). This re-
markable ed . contains all of Galois's oeuvre : the articles
published in his lifetime and a critical ed ., with corrections
and variants, of all his MSS, including his rough drafts .
The majority of the many previously unpublished texts
presented here are grouped in two categories : the "Essais,"
dating from the period when Galois was a student (pp .
403-453, 519-521) and the "Calculs et brouillons in6dits"
(pp. 187-361, 526-538), classed under five headings-
"Integrales eul6riennes," "Calcul integral," ..Fonctions
elliptiques,'" "Groupes de substitutions," and "Annexe ."
Galois's nine known letters are reproduced and described
(pp. 459-471, 523-525). Galois's MSS, preserved at the
Bibliotheque de I'Institut de France (MS 2108), are the
subject of a detailed description that provides many com-
plementary details (App . 1, 478-521 ; App. 11, 526-538) .

11. SECONDARY LITERATURE . At the present time there
is no major synthetic study of Galois's life and work . The
principal biographical source remains P. Dupuy, "La vie
d'Evariste Galois," in Annales scientifiques de l'Ecole
normale superieure, 3rd ser., 13 (1896), 197-266, with docu-
ments and two portraits ; r eiss . as Cahiers de la quinzaine,
5th ser ., no . 2 (Paris, 1903) .

Among the few earlier articles the only ones of any
documentary value are the two brief obituaries in Revue
encyclopedique, 55 (Sept. 1832) : the first (pp. 566-568),
unsigned, is very general ; the second ("Necrologie," pp .
744-754), by Auguste Chevalier, Galois's best friend, is a
source of valuable information . See also an anonymous
notice, inspired by Evariste's younger brother, Alfred
Galois, and by one of his former classmates, P.-P .
Flaugergues, in Magasin pittoresque, 16 (1848), 227-228 ;
and a note by O . Terquem in Nouvelles annales de mathe-
matiques, 8 (1849), 452 .

Of the later biographical studies a few present new
information : J . Bertrand, "La vie d'Evariste Galois par
P. Dupuy," in Journal des savants (July 1899), pp . 389-400,
reiss . i n Eloges academiques, n .s. (Paris, 1902), pp . 331-345 ;
R . Taton, "Les relations scientifiques d'Evariste Galois avec
les mathCmaticiens de son temps," in Revue d'histoire des
sciences, 1 (1947), 114-130 ; A. Dalmas, Evariste Galois,
revolutionnaire et geometre (Paris, 1956) ; the ed. of E'crits
et memoires mathematiques by R . Bourgne and J.-P . Azra
cited above; C. A. Infantozzi, "Sur la mort d'Evariste
Galois," in Revue d'histoire des sciences, 21(1968), 157-160 ;
art . b y J .-P . Azra and R . Bourgne in Encyclopaedia uni-
versalis, VII (Paris, 1970), 450-451 ; and R . Taton, "Sur les
relations mathematiques d'Augustin Cauchy et d'Evariste
Galois," in Revue d'histoire des sciences, 24 (1971), 123-148 .
G . Sarton, "Evariste Galois," in Scientific Monthly, 13

(Oct. 1921), 363-375, repr . i n Osiris, 3 (1937), 241-254 ; and
E. T. Bell, Men of Mathematics (New York, 1937), pp .
362-377, were directly inspired by Dupuy . L. Infeld, Whom
the Gods Love. The Storv of Evariste Galois (New York,
1948); and A . Arnoux, Algorithme (Paris, 1948), mix facts
with romantic elements .

Galois's scientific work has not yet received the thorough
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study it merits, although numerous articles attempt to bring
out its main features . Among the older ones, beyond the
"commentaries" of the first disciples, particularly Betti and
Jordan, are the following : J . Liouville, "Avertissement" to
the "Oeuvres," in Journal de mathematiques pures et ap-
pliquees, 11 (1846), 381-384; S . Lie, "Influence de Galois
sur le developpement des mathematiques," in Le centenaire
de l'Ecole normale (Paris, 1895), pp . 481-489; E. Picard,
"Introduction" to Oeuvres (Paris, 1897), pp . v-x ; J . Pier-
pont, "Early History of Galois's Theory of Equations," in
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 4 (Apr .
1898), 332-340 ; J . Tannery, "Introduction" to "Manuscrits"
in Bulletin des sciences mathematiques, 30 (1906), 1-19,
repr . i n Manuscrits, pp . 1-19 .

The most important recent studies are G . Verriest,
Evariste Galois et la theorie des equations algebriques
(Louvain-Paris, 1934 ; reiss. Paris, 1951) ; L. Kollros,
Evariste Galois (Basel, 1949) ; J . Dieudonne, "Preface" (pp .
v-vii), R . Bourgne, "Avertissement" (pp . ix-xvi), and J.-P .
Azra, "Appendice" (pp. 475-538), in Ecrits et memoires
mathematiques (cited above) ; N . Bourbaki, Elements
d'histoire des mathematiques, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1969), pp .
73-74, 104-109; and K . Wussing, Die Genesis des abstrakten
Gruppenbegriffes (Berlin, 1969), esp . pp. 73-87, 206-211 .

RENT` TATON

GALTON, FRANCIS (b. Birmingham, England, 16
February 1822 ; d. Haslemere, Surrey, England, 17
January 1911), statistics, anthropometry, experimental
psychology, heredity.

Galton's paternal ancestors were bankers and gun-
smiths, of the Quaker faith, and long-lived . His
mother was Erasmus Darwin's daughter, and thus he
was Charles Darwin's cousin . Galton's intellectual
precocity has become a textbook item, and Lewis
Terman estimated his IQ to have been of the order
of 200. His education, though, was desultory, its
formal peaks being a few mathematics courses at
Cambridge (he took a pass degree) and some un-
finished medical studies in London. He quit the latter
at the age of twenty-two when his father died, leaving
him a fortune . He then traveled. Journeying through
virtually unknown parts of southwestern Africa in
1850-1852, Galton acquired fame as an intrepid ex-
plorer. His immediate reward was a gold medal from
the Geographical Society, and his later reports led
to election as a fellow of the Royal Society in 1860 .
In 1853 he married, and in 1857 he settled into a
quiet London home, where he remained, except for
occasional European vacations, until his death over
half a century later . Galton was knighted in 1909 .
He died childless .

Galton was perhaps the last of a now extinct breed-
the gentleman scientist. He never held any academic
or professional post, and most of his experiments were
done at home or while traveling, or were farmed out


